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_ “that thy way may be knownupon earth, thy saving health among all nations.”
VOE. III. GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, JUNE 7, 1833.__________ NO. 39.
REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR. 
GEORGE W. MYERS. PRINTER.
From the Boston Recorder.
TIIE EMPTY BIER.
“ Thou empty bier, that standest here 
Alone by the church-yard gate;
Say, whose the door thou’lt pause before,
Thy burden next to wait?”
The bier replied—“My range is wide,
And iny hours of rest but few;
But the ways arc known to One alone,
Which I must hence pursue.
“ I first may seek her form, whose cheek 
Is fresh in its maiden bloom;
On me to lie with a rayless eye,
At the threshold of the tomb.
“The youth who last sped by so fast 
With the nerve and the glow of health,
He next may find, that close behind 
Death followed him by stealth.
“Or she, who smiled when the lovely child,
She was lately leading near,
With wonder stopped, and his lilies dropped,
To gaze at the sable bier—
“ That mother, may be called to lay 
Iler beauteous boy on me;
In his morning hour, like the dewy flower 
lie lost, and as suddenly.
“Her own pale clay to bear away,
It next may be my lot!
She may close her eyes on her infant ties 
And her pratler be forgot.
“As 1 must call in time for all,
From the babe to the silvery-haired,
A glimpse of me to each should be
A hint to be prepared.” H. F. G.
Newburyport.
MISSIONARY.
TIIE WEST, A FIELD FOR MISSIONS. 
(Continued from No. .36.)
“There is always danger that generai. state' 
ments will be taken universally. I have felt this 
danger very painfully when I have heard or at­
tempted statements with regard to the religious 
wants of the West. I beg leave, therefore, to in­
terpose a few cautions before proceeding to the 
enumeration of several facts which abundantly 
prove that this destitution, after all, is truly de­
plorable. It is not true, then, that there are ma­
ny, if there are any populous and accessible neigh­
borhoods, the families of which are not distribut­
ed around amongst the various sects which abound 
here even more than elsewhere. Neither is it true 
that many of these neighborhoods remain entirely 
unvisited and unblest by the warning voice of some 
faithful preacher of the true Gospel. Entire des­
titution is found chiefly where it is found in the 
East, in sterile counties, in mountainous regions, 
and where the population is very sparse. And 
the general destitution consists rather in the ab­
sence of well educated teachers, orthodox and ex­
emplary men, who are devoting their labours stead­
ily to such a limited portion of the field, as would 
render the hope of good results any way flattering.
“Still, after making this large allowance, and 
after paying the tribute of heartfelt Christian com­
mendation on the few laborious pioneers who have 
done what they could under their very depressing 
C’fcumstances, it must be confessed that immense 
portions of the West present to the eye scenes of
moral desolation not a whit more relieved by rays 
of light and hope, than the picture which I drew 
in my last. There are very, very few country 
neighborhoods where the hearts of the people are 
visited with one out of ten thousand of those bless­
ed influences which are felt in our large Atlantic 
towns; and which, in fact, are not in a condition 
nine-tenths heathen, as it regards the probability of 
their ever being converted and saved. This is the 
statement which I wish to huvi duly weighed and 
felt, and the correctness of which I will now try 
to make good by the induction of many facts.
“1. There are very few school houses in the 
West compared with the amount of population. 
This is almost emphatically true of populous and 
wealthy counties as of the poorer and Jess popu­
lous. There are sometimes ten counties together, 
where not one out of thirty ot the children of suit­
able age are at school. And even in the most 
favored counties there is only one out of three, 
four, or five. It is an axiomatic truth,'that, 
where there are few common schools there are still 
fewer Sunday schools; and where the people are 
not taught letters, they are very slow to learn the 
lessons of a sound and scriptural piety.
“2. There are even fewer places of worship 
than there are school houses in the West, and most 
of those which are to be found are of that sorry 
and squallid character, which proclaims aloud how 
little the people care for religion. I doubt wheth­
er ever a nominally Christian country of one-tenth 
the populution, and ono tenth the wealth, ever pre­
sented on its surface so few places of religious wor­
ship as the South and South-western portions 
of the United States; and I feel quite confident 
that no such country ever presented so few sub­
stantial, neat, and commodious Churches. Take 
six miles square in Scotland and New England, 
and you shall find at least one place of warship 
which cost more than any three surrounding farm­
houses—perhaps more than any ten. Take sixty 
miles square in the West, and it may well he doubt­
ed whether one place of worship can be found 
which cost as much as any one of a hundred farm 
houses, taken on ar average. Without substantial, 
neat, dignified phees of worship, it is very little 
likely that the religious sentiments of any commu­
nity will rise to an/ great elevation. The want of 
them is not only a positive proof of a low state of 
religion but it actsmost unfavorably upon the in­
terests of religion Sunday schools do languish 
and must languish where Churches are not nu­
merous enough fortlie regular resort even of the 
smaller children.
“3. The want o; an educated settled ministry, 
adequately suppored by their own people, is al­
most universal; an< as long as it continues, reli­
gion must languish. One or two hundred families 
placed under the patoral care of an holy man, ap­
pears to be the staneng ordinance of God, for the 
effective administrate of the word and ordinances 
of the Gospel.
“4. Vast subdivi:ons into sects and fragments 
of sects, has a most uinous effect upon the cause 
of religion. It prevnts the maintenance of a set­
tled ministry. It fostrs ignorant pretenders. This 
subdivision becomesthe source of many errone­
ous and heretical opiions. It lowers the influence 
of elevated Christiaiteachers. It provokes infi­
delity and contempt'or religion. This one fact, 
in connection with thunsound and dangerous doc­
trinal opinions whicht fosters, is enough to throw
a country thousands of leagues off, towards the 
periods of downright heathenism.
“Many more facts of a similar or collateral na­
ture might be mentioned, to show in what a de­
plorable condition thousands are in this western 
world, as it respects the probability that either they 
or their children shall be brought to embrace a ra­
tional form of religion, and experience the trans­
forming influence of that Gospel which raises dead 
souls to life, and forms and fashions them into the 
children of God and inheritance of the kingdom of 
heaven.”
(To he Continued.)
STATE OF RELIGION IN FRANCE.
The subjoined statements nrc contained in a letter to the 
Editor of the “ Missionary Chronicle,” from a gentleman who 
spent a part of the last summer in France.—Missionary lice.
“ An awful destitution of Scriptural information 
exists in France. The notorious fact, that the 
great majority of its population is divided into Ro­
man Catholics and Deists, may be received as a 
sufficient proof of this statement. And, when it 
is considered that, among the Protestants, who 
ought to be ‘the salt’ of the land, Socinian senti­
ments are dreadfully prevalent, and that a large 
number of their ministers are worldly men, fre­
quenting as a pious lady assured me, ‘the chase, 
the dance, and the billiard-table,’ this want of scrip­
tural knowledge assumes a more hopeless aspect. 
But to specify a few facts in connection with the 
sphere of my own observation. On the road to 
M------, on a Market-day, I stopped about a doz­
en persons, some poor, others of the better classes, 
and, showing them the New Testament, begged 
them to inform me if they possessed it. With a 
single exception, they all replied in the negative.
In the town of M---------, I entered, with the same
inquiry, many of the most respectable shops. On­
ly one individual among their occupiers was the 
owner of a New Testament. One gentleman, who, 
during a week, dined with me at my inn, and who 
avowed himself a deist and a materialist, said that 
he had not seen a Testament for many years. In­
deed, I doubted whether he had ever read it; for 
on my presenting one to him, he asked if it con­
tained an account of the creation. A journeyman 
bookbinder, having expressed a wish to obtain this 
precious hook, remarked, on receiving it, in per­
fect ignorance of its Divine authority, that he dar­
ed to say it was ‘a very fine work.’ A student in 
the university, about twenty years of age, told 
me that, although he had seen the Vulgate (Latin) 
version of the Testament, lie had never met with 
it in a French translation. A young woman who 
professed to have a Bible, produced, instead of it, 
a Catholic Abridgment of the Scriptures, garbled 
in many important portions, and interlarded with
the comments of the fathers.
“And what is the result ot this ‘famine of the 
words of the Lord?’ Let the truth be admitted, 
that the religion and the morality of a people bear 
a close proportion to their observance or neglect 
of the Sabbath; and then, let the aspect of a 
French Sunday furnish a reply. Oh! could eve­
ry pious reader of this letter be awakened, on the 
morning of that sacred day, as I have been, by the 
clang of the anvil, and, on his entrance into the 
streets and markets, observe business prosecuted 
or suspended according to the tastes of the trades­
men;—could he mark the workmen, on seasons of 
religious festival, erecting the triumphal arch on 
the Sabbath morning and removing it on the Safe»
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bath evening:—and notice the labourers, at their 
option, toiling all day on the public works;—could 
he see the card-party in the hotel, and the nine­
pins before every public house, and the promena- 
ders swarming in all the suburbs;—could he be 
compelled to witness, on one Sunday, a grand re­
view of a garrison, and on another be disturbed 
by the music of a company of strolling players ;— 
and could he find, amidst all this profanation, as I 
have found, no temple to which to retreat, save 
the barren cliff, or the ocean cave,—surely he 
would feel and proclaim the truth, this ‘people is 
destroyed for lack of knowledge.’
“ Numerous facilities exist, in this unhappy land, 
for the circulation of correct sentiments. The revo­
lution that has recently occurred in France has ef­
fected a decided removal of the obstructions which 
during the reign of the exiled family, cramped 
the progress of religious truth. The ascendency 
of the priests appear annihilated. They are not 
now the springs of the movements of the police, 
but, as concealed Carlists, the objects of its sus­
picion. And, as to the fear that the civil authori­
ties will interfere to prevent the circulation of re­
ligious sentiments, my own experience will furnish 
a sufficient antidote. I was passing, one day,
through the streets of G---------, leaving tracts at
every hojse. Here I was accosted by the Com­
missary of Police with the inquiry, ‘What books 
arc these?' I said they were religious tracts, 
and offered him a few to inspect, lie looked at 
them, and, observing that he would give them away, 
politely touched his hat, and left me to pursue my 
course without molestation. In short, considering 
the present state of public sentiment in France,
I am convinced that, as soon as the authorities 
perceive that no political object is sought by the dis-1 
tribution of Scriptural publications issuingfrom the 
Paris press, no opposition will be made to the 
most comprehensive efforts*’
LIVES OF EMINENT MISSIONARIES.
A second volume of this work, by John Carne, 
Esq. author of “Letters from the East,” &c. has 
lately been issued in London. We copy parts of 
a notice of the publication, from one of the jour­
nals, and select some examples.
“To the merits of the first volume of this inter­
esting publication our page bore ample testimony; 1 
and it is with no small degree of pleasure that we 
findourselvs called upon to speak in equally high 
terms of the continuation of the work. Pursuing, 
his plan, the author here presents us with the 
lives of eight missionaries; and with accounts of 
two missions, generally, into Madagascar and Lab­
rador. The former relative to David Zeisberger, 
the Moravian, who explored America in the mid­
dle of last century; to J. T. Vanderkemp and Ki- 
chercr, who went to the Cape in 1798; to Claudius 
Buchanan, whose labours were devoted to India; 
to Jens Havens, well known for his efforts to con­
vert the natives of Labradore; to Miss Anne Jud­
son, led by Buchanan’s star to propagate the gos­
pel in Burmah; to David Brainerd, another zeal­
ous American missionary; and to William Milne, 
who made China the theatre of his pious exer­
tions. The variety in these memoirs, arising out 
of the difference in the countries where the events 
they describe took place, possesses a charm for 
every reader, even were amusement the sole ob­
ject in view; but a far superior enjoyment is creat ! 
ed by a sense of the widely extended benefits to 
our species flowing from the devotedness of virtu­
ous and enthusiastic, and enduring individuals, to 
the cause of usefulness and truth.
As we before observed, Mr Carne comes to his 
task with the genuine spirit which should fill a wri 
ter on such subjects. lie has travelled too far, 
and seen too much of the world and mankind, to 
be a fanatic; but he has, at the same time, been 
enabled to acquire or confirm strong opinions, and 
he has developed them with consistency, devoid 
alike of sectarian sourness, or the pride which apes 
humility. His style is suited to his subject, —easy 
and intelligent; and where novel information was 
to be found, he seems to us to have sought it with 
diligence, and brought it forward with effect.”
“It is sometimes observable, that with men who 
make their h®me ‘in the wild places of the earth,’ 
to whose burning zeal many nations seem too nar-
lO LUCrow a limit, there is little susceptibility „ „ 
warm affections of our nature which are quench­
ed in a loftier enthusiasm. Howard traversed all 
Europe to bring comfort to its dungeons, but was 
a stern father to his only son. The angelic Lo­
pez left his illustrious family in Spain, and went to 
Mexico, to the valley of Amajac, to devote his 
life to the Indians; but never after inquired for 
his parents or his brothers, because he wished to
-- -----*1,1,, ntt-anlimonl T(■ <a,aa nr.f tlii.edie to each earthly attachment. It was not thus
1 with Zeisberger, whose way was strewed with ma­
ny a friendship, deep, romantic, and faithful, as 
was ever felt by man, and the more enduring, be­
cause it was formed in sorrow and persecution. 
The son of Saul had not so cleaved unto David 
with ‘a love passing that of woman,’ but that the 
latter, encompassed by treachery and death, was 
thrown helplessly on his protection. And it was 
not the calumet of peace, his skill in the chase, 
or the welcome of a night, that knit the soul 
of the warrior to the Moravian; he came a fugi­
tive and friendless; his heart-felt appeal was 
heard; and the chieftain who, had he met him 
armed in the woods, would have thirsted for his 
blood, admired his sufferings and endurance; stood 
in the breach against his adversaries; and, after 
a time, he loved him ! But many had now fallen 
from his side; some he had followed to the wild 
burial-place in the forest; others had perished in 
battle, or at the stake. Of his European compan­
ions, several had passed the Atlantic to calmer 
seas. Frederic Camerholf Pyrloeus, and others, 
already rested from their labors. His parents 
slept in the burial-ground at Bethlehem; but ere 
their eyes were closed by their only son, they had 
felt the inexpressible joy of seeing him devoted, in 
his own words, ‘soul and body unto the Lord.’ 
His intimacy with Spangenberg, and the admira­
ble Camerhoff, had been cemented in many a pil ­
grimage: others came in their place, but they 
were not the same in affection or companionship. 
Men who live in towns and cities, amidst all the 
stirring excitements and changes of life, find it 
easy to form fresh intimacies and friendships; but 
to one who was a denizen of the wild, far from 
European society, this was a difficult task. * *
Zeisberger lived sixty years among the Indians; 
and, during tile last forty, visited his brethren in 
the United States but three times. In him the 
fearlessness and hardihood of the Indian warrior 
were united with the faith and simplicity of the 
Christian. When he began to feel the infirmities 
of age coming upon him, he strove to complete his 
translations of portions of the Scriptures, and oth­
er writings, into the Delaware language. He fin­
ished the hymn-book now in use; it consists of 
hymns of his own translating, and forms a large 
volume: he left also a valuable Delaware gram­
mar. Gently, and almost unconsciously, old age 
came on; when he could no longer travel, he vis­
ited every home in the settlement, from day to 
day, with unremitting diligence and affection.— 
But, being visited with total blindness, he rested 
wi thin his home, and went for h no more. His 
friends often read to him: and he instructed the 
younger missionaries. The cahmity that had fall­
en on him, he bore without a murmur; it was a 
terrible one, even to a man ,o near the grave. 
Oh, bitter, bitter is the loss u all the dear and 
living scenes of nature! The mountain, the lake, 
the stream, the glorious forest—to sec them no 
more for ever—to see no morethe sun rise or set, 
and his changing hues pass avay on the plain. 
Zeisberger felt the loss abor all men: during 
seventy years his home had been among these 
scenes; his bed by night, his pilgrimage by day, 
so that ‘they were graven on lis heart.’ We can 
fancy how he would love, Ike the patriarch of 
old, to sit beside his door at eening, and listen to 
the rising wind among the wods, and the break­
ing of the waves on the slice, and feel the last 
sunbeams on his withered chek.” He died aged 
eighty-eight, in the winter o 1808.
HELIGKUS.
“THE WORLD’S A DANGERUS FOE TO GRACE.”
Who shall be able to fixiis attention amidst 
the hurry and dissipation of fe? Who can medi­
tate on wisdom, with the nois of folly sounding in-
vcsstmuy in ms ears ? That blessed person who 
could suffer no distraction of thought kom the ob­
jects around him, withdrew from the multitude, 
that he might teach us to do the same, who, alas! 
are often unable, when alone, to confine our 
thoughts, for a few minutes together, to one sub­
ject. The world, like Martha is, “ troubled about 
many things,” and most about those which are of 
least concern; so that, besides the profane, the 
uncharitable discourses, which they must hear, 
who are much conversant with it, the mind of man 
suffers not a little from the variety of light and un­
profitable conversation, in which he is frequently 
engaged. This scatters the thoughts and so indis­
poses them for any speculations that are great and 
noble, sublime and sacred that sometime is required 
to reduce the wandering mind, to compose the spir­
its, and to restore that tranquility of soul which is in­
dispensably necessary for the prosecution of reli­
gious inquiries. And although the general asser­
tion of a famous recluse, “That he always came 
out of company a worse man than he went into it," 
savoureth too much of the cloister, yet whoever, 
as the world goes, should diligently note the times 
when he came out of company a better man than he 
went into it, might, perhaps, find that his Diary 
would be contained in a less compass than at pre­
sent he is apt to imagine.—Bishop IIorne.
WAR ANU AFFECTED HUMANITY.
The following incident which occurred at Navarino, while 
it exhibits the inhumanity of the Turkish character, and the 
deep depravity natural to the heart where Christian principles 
do not dwell, shows also what the real character of war is; that 
it is of necessity cruel—that tenderness in murder, and hon. 
esty in robbery are terms, little lesss incongruous than “hu­
manity in war.”
The firing having ceased at Navarino, (after 
the battle of the English with the Turks) Sir Ed­
ward Codrington sent a Lieutenant on board Mo- 
haren Bey’s ship, to offc-r any medical assistance 
they might want. This vessel, with a crew of pro­
bably more than one thousand men, had but one 
medical officer on board, and he had unfortunate­
ly been the first man killed in the action. Her loss 
had been immense, and they bad not thrown the 
dead overboard, nor removed the wounded to 
the cockpit, and the decks presented a most 
horrible scene of gore and mangled bodies.— 
Amidst the frightful spectacle, about a dozen of 
the principal Turkish offices, superbly dressed sat 
in the cabin upon crimson ottomans, smoking with 
inconceivable apathy, while slaves were hand­
ing them their Coffee. Seeing the English uniform 
approach the cabin, they ordered ottomans and 
coffee for the Lieutenant, who however quickly 
told them that he had more important business to at­
tend to. lie gave the admiral’s compliments and 
offered any assistance. The Turk with frigid com­
posure calmly replied, that they stood in need of 
no assistance whatever. “Shall not our surgeons 
attend to your wounded?” No, gravely replied 
the Turk, “wounded men want no assistance, they 
i will soon die,” returning to the Asia, and commu­
nicating this scene. Sir Edward, after some medi­
tation said, “ Did you observe among them a re­
markably fine handsome man, with a beard more 
full and black than the rest?” “Yes, I observed 
him, he was sitting next to the Admiral.” “Re­
turn on board and induce him or compel him, to 
go with you on board the Genoa and keep him there 
until I see him.” The Turk repaired on board the 
Genoa, without any difficulty, accompanied by 
several persons whom he requested our officer to 
take with him. • Sir Edward was closeted with 
him for a long time, when he ordered the Lieuten­
ant to put the Secretary and his companions on 
shore at day break, wherever they might choose 
to land. Rowing on shore, they saw the wreck of 
a mast, on which about a score of wounded or ex­
hausted Turks were endeavoring to save themselv­
es. “I must rescue these poor fellows," said the 
Lieutenant anxiously. “They are only common 
soldiers, and will soon die—never mind them," said 
the Turk, with the most grave composure. “It is 
my duty, and if I do not help them, I should dis­
grace the service and be reproved by the Admiral; 
saying which the Lieutenant pulled for the mast, 
and succeeded in saving about a dozen of these 
unhappy wretches. As soon as they were stowed
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jut profound meditation, suddenly burst into an 
aiinoderatefit of laughter. “What is the matter?” 
cried the astonished Lieutenant; good heavens, 
rhat is here to laugh at?” “Laugh!” exclaimed 
the Turk, with bitter sarcasm, “laugh!—by Allah! 
you English are a singular people; yesterday you 
came into the Bay whilst we were quiet at our cof­
fee; you knocked our ships to pieces, killed or 
jangled all our men, till the fleet is one vast 
slaughter-house, and this morning you pretend to 
lie so humane, that you cannot pass a score of 
rounded soldiers without putting yourself out of 
the way to save them!” The Lieutenant was as­
tonished, and having no reply to offer to this odd 
riew of the case, they proceeded to shore in pro­
found silence.— United State's Journal.
George Villiers the young Duke of Buck­
ingham, was the richest man, and one of the great­
est wits at the court of Charles II.; and yet such 
were his vices and extravagances, that before he 
lied, he was reduced to poverty and general con­
tempt. In this situation, however, he seems to be 
brought to a sense of his lolly and the danger ol 
his condition, from the letter which he wrote, to 
Dr. Barlow, of whom he had a high opinion, on 
his death-bed; and which is well worth the atten­
tion of every man of pleasure and dissipation.
“Dear Doctor,—I always looked upon you as 
it man of true virtue: I know you to be a person 
of sound judgement. For, however I may act 
in opposition to the principles of religion, or the 
dictates of reason, I can honestly assure you I had 
always the highest veneration for both. The world 
and I may shake hands, for I dare affirm we are 
heartily weary of each other. O Doctor, what a 
prodigal have I been of the most valuable of all 
possessions—time 1 I have squandered it away with 
a persuasion it was lasting; and now, when a few 
days would be worth a hecatomb of worlds, I can­
not flatter myself with half a dozen hours.
“IIow despicable is that man who never prays 
to his God but in the time of his distress! In 
what manner can he supplicate the Omnipotent 
Being in his affliction with reverence, whom, in the 
i tide of his prosperity, he never remembered with 
dread! Donot brand me with infidelity, when I 
tell you I am almost ashamed to offer up my peti­
tions to the throne of Grace; or of imploring that 
divine mercy in the next world, which I have so 
scandalously abused in this. Shall ingratitude to 
man be looked on as the blackest of crimes, and 
not ingratitude to God? Shall an insult offered to 
the king be looked on in the most offensive light; 
and yet no notice taken when the King of kings is 
treated with indignity and disrespect?
“The companions of my former libertinism 
would scarely believe their eyes, were you to show 
them this epistle. They would laugh at me as a 
dreaming enthusiast,or pity me as a timorous wretch, 
who was shocked at the appearance of futurity.— 
They are more entitled to my pity than my resent­
ment. A future state may very well strike terror 
into any man who has not acted well in this life; 
and lie must have an uncommon share of cour­
age indeed, who does not shrink at the presence 
of God.
“You see, my dear Doctor, the apprehensions of 
death will soon bring the most profligate to a pro­
per use of their understanding. I am haunted by 
remorse, despised by my acquaintance, and; I fear, 
forsaken by my God. There is nothing so dan­
gerous, my dear Doctor, as extraordinary abilities. 
Icannot be accused of vanity now, by being sen­
sible that I was once possessed of uncommon quali­
fications; as I sincerely regret that I was ever 
blest with any at all. My rank in life still made 
these accomplishments more conspicuous; and 
fascinated with the general applause which they 
procured. I never considered about the proper 
means by which they should be diplayed. Hence, 
to purchase a smile from a blockhead, whom I de­
mised, I have frequently treated the virtuous with 
disrespect; and sported with the holy name of Hea- 
v*n, to obtain a laugh from a parcel of fools, who
’ore entitled to nothing but my contempt.
“Your men of wit, my dear Doctor, look on 
themselves as discharged from the duties of reli- 
S'oa; and confine the doctrines of the Gospel to
people of meaner understandings: and look on 
that man to be of a narrow genius who studies to 
be good. What a pity that the holy writings are 
not made the criterion of true judgement! Fa­
vour me, my dear Doctor, with a visit as soon as 
possible. Writing to you gives me some ease. I 
am of opinion, this is the last visit I solicit from 
you. My distemper is powerful. Come and prav 
for the departing spiritof the unhappy—Bucking­
ham.”— Christian Remembrancer.
Extract from the London Christian Advocate.
LAST HOURS OF THE LATE REV. RICHARD WATSON,
ITis standard of ministerial practice was placed 
so high, that in the midst of the applause of others 
he bowed in lowly submission before God, and to 
his intimate friends was constantly employing the 
language of sincere self condemnation. This fea­
ture of his character came out in its fuil perfec­
tion towards the close of his life. While in health, 
he was never remarkably communicative on sub­
jects of personal religion; but now he became as 
simple and as open as a child. He never had been 
accustomed to give vent to his feelings by tears, 
always restraining himself in the midst of intense 
emotion: but he now gave a very full vent to the 
feelings of his heart. Tears of humiliation, in­
termingled with sacred joy, flowing in copious 
streams from his eyes. In this state of mind he 
often appeared to labor for language adequate to 
express his deep sense of humiliation. On one 
occasion after he had been visited by a venerable 
and respected brother minister, he burst into tears, 
and addressing the persons attending him, said,
‘ I hope I did not boast to Mr.---------this morn­
ing? I thought it right just to say, what I did. 
But God forbid that I should boast ’ And then 
he exclaimed in the greatest agitation, ‘0 no, I 
am a poor vile sinner, a worm and no man.’
In remarking on the goodness of God in his 
early conversion, he observed—‘ How great was 
God’s mercy in taking me up by his grace, in put- 
ing me in the ministry at so early a period, in some 
respects a most obstinate and refractory sinner! 
His favorite expression, when speaking of his un­
worthiness, was to call himself a ‘worm.’ One 
night moved by a sudden impulse, as he lay upon 
his bed, he said, ‘I am a worm, a poor vile worm, 
not worthy to lift up its head.’ But he added, 
with brightened features, ‘This worm is permit­
ted to crawl out of the earth into the garden of 
its Lord, and there to enjoy the flowers and fruits, 
if it can which sparkle in the palace and ivory 
throne of the New Jerusalem. There is doubt of 
every thing, but the great infinite mercy of God, 
and that is sure.’ On one occasion when through 
great debility he had fallen into the arms of his 
attendant, he said, ‘Now kneel down and offer 
up prayer to God,’ responding as usual to every 
petition. On the same day, Sunday, he request­
ed the gospel and epistle of the day to be read 
to him. Afterwards he said, ‘ Read to me the 
Te Deum.’ I am very fond of that when I cannot 
go out on the Sabbath, because it seems to unite 
me in spirit with the whole catholic church on earth 
and in heaven.’ ‘The atonement,’ he frequently 
remarked, ‘is the sinner’s short way to God. On 
this rock I rest: I feel it firm beneath me—■
------“IIow firm he proves!
The Rock of Ages never moves:
Yet the sweet streams that from him flow,
Attend us all the desert through.”
I feel that I am on this rock. In the Lord have I 
righteousness and strength.
“ Fixed on the ground will I remain,
Tho’ my lietrtfail and flesh decay;
This anchor shill my soul sustain,
When earth’i foundation melt away.
Mercy’s full pover I then shall prove,
Lov’d with an tverlasting love!” ’
On another occasion he exclaimed, ‘O, the bles­
sed blood of Christi’ He remarked that the Epis­
tle to the Romans wa: very rich especially the third 
chapter setting forth "he atonement—‘ Whom God 
hath set forth to be £ propitiation through faith in 
his blood.’
‘I the chief of sinners am;
But Jesus died fir me.’
In speaking of the divine attributes, his mind 
dwelt almost exclusively on that of mercy. The
attention of his friends, or of his medieai attend­
ants and the smallest acts of kindness drew forth 
expressions of gratitude; and he would exclaim,
‘ It is all of mercy.’
On one occasion he observed, that he wished 
every moment to keep his mind stayed on God: 
but in consequence of his weakness and suffering 
found it difficult.—‘All that I can do in my cir­
cumstances,’ said he ‘is to repose on the divine 
mercy! and it is the nature of that mercy to pity 
the infirmities and sufferings of its children. At 
another time, with great feeling he remarked, ‘There
is no rest or satisfaction for the soul but in God__
my God. I am permitted to call him, my God.’
He said he loved his brethren, and indeed there 
was no class of men for whom he had so strong 
an affection. He added he knew his manner had 
appeared cold, distant, and reserved to some. This 
had been attributed to motives which had no ex­
istence. Fie also said that the preachers were ex­
posed to peculiar mental temptations, prejudices, 
and passions, though of one brotherhood. It was 
necessary to guard against them and to cultivate 
brotherly love.
A short time before lie was deprived of the pow­
er of connected speech, he exclaimed, ‘ We shall 
see strange sights some day; not different, however 
from what we might now realize by faith; but it is 
not the glitter and the glare, not the diamond and 
the topaz; no, it is God I want to see. Fie is all 
and in all.’
RURAL LABOR.
A clergyman, residing in the north east part of 
Massachusetts, in a letter to one of the editors, 
thus speaks in commendation of rural labor. “I 
cultivate but a small piece, and this only as a mat­
ter of taste and amusement, I think the personal 
attention which I have given to my garden, has 
been of the highest benefit to my health, and 
thereby enabled me to go through labors connect­
ed with my profession which I should otherwise 
never have been able to perform. I spoke of cul­
tivating as a matter of taste and convenience. I 
ought to say, that as my trees and vines come for­
ward, I begin to realize the truth of the advantage, 
that “in all labor there is certainly profit.” And 
I cannot refrain from observing how different 
would be the situation of many clergymen, I 
may add lawyers, physicians, merchants and me­
chanics, would they from the commencement of 
business direct some of their leisure hours to the 
cultivation of a garden and a fiuit lot.”
This worthy man (and he is not the only one of 
the profession that is in this way worthy) has 
done much to awaken a taste for improvement in 
rural labor among his flock; and we have read 
with interest his communications to the Agricul­
tural Society of this county. Such a man is pre­
eminently useful; and we publish the extract with­
out permission, in the hope that his example may 
be profitable to others. The clergy certainly have 
it in their power to improve the temporal, as well 
as spiritual interests of those around them; and 
nothing goes further, in either, than good exam­
ple.—Genesee Farmer.
It does not follow because resolutions are some­
times broken, that therefore it is not good to make 
resolutions. They must be made, or there is no 
hope of steadfastness. A fixed resolve must be 
entered into to follow the laws of Christ at any risk 
or sacrifice. Such a resolve, sincerely formed, will 
be supported by that grace from above which ren­
ders the spirit willing and strengthens the infirmi­
ty of the flesh. God will pity the weakness of 
his frail but devoted servants and will enable 
them to do what Peter afterwards both practised 
and prescribed to “add to their faith virtue,” a 
steady determination to live by the rules which 
their judgment their “inward man” approves. The 
Israelites were commended when they “answered 
together” to the words of Moses; All that the 
Lord hath spoken we will do.” “All that the 
Lord our God shall speak unto thee, we will hear 
it and do it.” Those who make such an engage­
ment, may fail to keep it steadfastly: but those 
who refuse to make it, are far less likely to prove 
obedient. There must be a resolute beginning 
if we hope to endure unto the end.—Sumner,
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It is often lamentable to observe the influence which preju­
dices, imbibed in contrariety to Christian principles, still exert 
over the lives and conduct of those whom we hope to be sin­
cere Christians. This is doubtless attributable in many cases , 
to defective education, but oftener to want of reflection, and 
a partial reception of the Gospel. It is not sufficiently re­
garded as a remedied system, changing the heart and regulat­
ing the life, destroying selfishness and bringing every thought 
into captivity to the law of Christ, correcting and purifying 
the affections, tending to produce a daily growth in grace, and 
a renewal in holiness, and increasing conformity to the temper 
and life of “Him who loved us and gave Himself for us.7 
Such a reception and practice of the Gospel, would effectually 
prevent^ so glaring an inconsistency as is exhibited in the fol­
lowing sketch.
From the Gospel Messenger. 
THE SHEPHERD AND HIS FLOCK.
Joy shall be in heaven over one sinner that repenteth, more 
than over ninety and nine just persons which need no re­
pentance.—St. Luke xv. 7.
As is the case with most congregations in this 
country, so with mine, many of its members were 
at a distance from their shepherd. The greater 
part, however, were to be found in a little settle­
ment situated on the edge of one of those lesser 
prairies which are sprinkled amidst the hills of our 
western land. Their dwellings were built on ei­
ther side of a street which extended, wide and 
straight, for several miles. In the centre stood the 
modest gothic-built church, and near it the neat 
and unpretending parsonage; as if tosay,—“ What­
ever other enterprise engage our citizens, religion 
and its ministers shall never here be in want of a 
home.”
As I stepped from the threshhold, on the work 
of inviting my flock to come and labor for those 
who were yet strangers to such a scene as this, I 
could not but think, how little exertion even 
Christians are generally disposed to make, in or­
der to “do to others as they would have others do 
to them" in like circumstances. This reflection, 
and the apostolic precept, “look every man also 
on the things of others,” was a fresh impulse to 
my hesitating zeal, and I went down the street to 
the furthest limit of the settlement, intending to 
go from one end to the other.
At the door of the first house at which I called,
I knocked with that sort of halting between hope 
and fear which is unavoidable in the prospect of 
an engagement with that class of people that may 
be termed unreasonable. Mr. Wilson was a man 
with a numerous family, a comfortable compe­
tence, and a good name. In religious things, he 
was not well established; being evidently engaged 
in laying up treasures on earth, his heart could not 
be in heaven. Mrs. Wilson was very unlike her 
husband. Her sensibilities were strong, her tem­
per ardent, her religious professions sincere, and 
she lived, I believe, in the hope of eternal life as 
the gift of God in his Son. With a Christian edu­
cation, I think she would have been an eminent 
servant of God; but of that which deserves the 
name of Christian education she had evidently 
had none. Her mind was illy disciplined, her 
stores of thought scanty; and there was a mixture 
of good and of wrong principles, of native vices 
and of Christian virtues all jostled together in 
such disorder as to render her character one of 
the strangest compounds imaginable. You would 
scarcely judge that there was in her conduct any 
such thing as design; and, although I do not like 
to speak of “ chance,” since a little book, of the 
Sunday School Union, entitled “Good and Bad 
Luck,” has made me look more carefully into my 
Bible, yet if any one may be said to think and 
talk and live by chance, then it might be said that 
Mrs. Wilson did so.
Upon admission into her house, I explained my 
errand, and told her of the Green Bay Mission, 
and of the people for whose benefit our labor of 
Christian charity was designed. She scarcely 
heard me to the end of my explanation, when she 
exclaimed in a half serious manner,—“ I should 
rather send an army ar.d kill ’em all off.”
If Mrs. Wilson had not been a partaker at the 
altar of her Lord Jesus Christ, I might have been 
less grieved, though I could not have been less 
surprised. I lifted up both hands in amazement, 
and replied with emotion, “ Is it possible, that a 
disciple of Jesus, a follower of the Lamb of God,
can utter such a wish ! O where had we been if
the Saviour had acted upon such a feeling ! When 
we deserved at Gods hand nothing but judgment 
and perdition for our sins, he ‘ sent his Son into 
the world, not to condemn the world, but that the 
world through him might be saved.
She relented a little, and as if in apology, urged 
the enormity of the savage life. “ All that is 
true,” said I, “ but you do not know half the truth. 
You hear of some of the bad traits of the savage 
character, but you do not know the uniform de­
pravity and consequent misery of a heathen life. 
But tell me, when your child is very sick, is that 
a reason for your wishing it to die? Is not your 
wish that it may recover strong in proportion to 
its danger ?” She thought it was. “ And,” I said, 
“ for which of your children’s education do you 
feel most anxious? Here is John and Thomas; 
for which of them have you most concern in their 
bringing up?’, “O Sir,” said she, and the tear 
started in her eye, “ there’s John gives me more 
trouble than all the rest. I would give any thing 
that he might be as kind and obedient as his broth­
er.” She had cause for emotion, for John was 
half a savage, but his brother Thomas was a very 
mild and gentle boy.
I took advantage of her concession and said, 
“ Now Mrs. Wilson, you see, when your affection 
as a parent is appealed to, that you talk like a 
Christian; and do you think that God is less per­
fect, less compassionate than you are ? By crea- 
tionGodis the Father of the Indian,as well as ofthe 
white man; and think you He does not care most 
for the reformation ofthe one that is most savage, 
most wicked? Savage cruelty is but a part of the 
disease of human nature, the very same disease 
that threatens your life and happiness as well as 
others. If the great Physician has applied the 
remedy for sin to your heart, and you are made 
whole, how can you, in cruelty, withhold it from 
any human family?”
Mrs. Wilson again urged the impossibility of 
benefitting so savage a race, and that there was 
no remedy but extermination. “I see,” was my 
answer, “that you are influenced by early preju­
dice against the Indian character.” Her Bible 
lay on a shelf near me; I opened and read the 
latter part of the first chapter of the Epistle to 
the Romans, and then asked, “Do you not see 
that all men are by nature savages? Were it not 
for the love of God to us in giving us a knowledge 
of the Saviour and his Gospel, we should be no 
better than the Chippewas or the Menominees. 
In the confident possession of God’s precious gifts, 
we too often despise those that are without them; 
nay, we forget what cruelty, what horrible bar­
barity even the white people of our own country 
have shown to the Indians. Now, Mrs. Wilson, 
you must let me tell you plainly, that the spirit of 
a Christian will lead you to bless even your ene­
mies, to do good to the very worst of men if you 
have opportunity. There is joy in heaven over 
even one sinner that repenteth more than over 
ninety and nine persons already justified by the 
blood of Christ, and saved from the guilt of sin 
and delivered from the wrath of God. If there­
fore you were taken to heaven with your present 
feelings you could not hold communion with its 
blessed inhabitants, for you would destroy the 
wretched savages, and rejoice in their destruction, 
while they would have them stved, and rejoice in 
their repentance.
She was again evidently afected, there was a 
struggle in the heart, and witk a prayer that God 
would bring her to a better mind, I took leave.
LINUS.
From lie Episcopal Recorder.
DIALOGUE ON THE SUBJECT OF CONFIRMA­
TION.
Ellen. Good morning, nv dear Mary, I hope 
you will not think me officioui, when you learn the 
object of my visit, for I wil confess to you, that 
I have come on purpose to converse with you on 
the solemn transactions of last Sunday.
Mary. I am always pleased to see you, Ellen, 
and doubt not, that motives of the purest friend­
ship have brought you hither: I am, therefore, 
quite willing to talk with yoc freely.
E. I own, that I was very much surprised, when
I observed you among the candidates, as I was 
not aware, that you had proper views of what you 
were doing. I could not, therefore, feel pleased, 
unless I had been well assured, that you had feel­
ingly, and with a proper understanding, assumed 
vows so solemn.
M. Do tell me, dear Ellen, what are your views 
of Confirmation, for I am really very ignorant?
E. I think I can prove it to be making a pro­
fession of religion, and surely none but a Christian 
ought to do this.
M. Can it really be so? I was always taught to 
consider it only as a form of the Church. I have 
thought, that all who had been baptized, ought to 
be confirmed, and beside, my mother urged me 
to come forward, telling me I was quite old enough, 
and that I ought to assume my baptismal engage­
ments, and thus release her from her obligations.
E. Excuse me, my dear Mary, you have en­
tirely mistaken the nature of the solemnity in 
which you have so lately, in the presence of God, 
and men, and angels, been engaged, and I fear you 
, are totally unqualified for the faithful performance 
of your vow. Remember, that you have always 
been under an obligation to love, and serve God, 
long before you have confirmed your promise to 
do so. What adds to the solemnity of your situa­
tion, is, that you have promised to serve your 
Maker, in the presence of a large congregation: 
i the eyes of many will be upon you, as having made 
a profession of religion, and consistent conduct 
will be expected from you.
M. You alarm me, dear E., I fear that I have 
indeed approached the altar of God thoughtless­
ly, but I am sure it has been ignorantly.
E. Read attentively the Baptismal and confir­
mation service, and I think you cannot be deceiv­
ed. What is required of those coming to be bap­
tized? Repentance, whereby they forsake sin, 
and faith, whereby they steadfastly believe, &c. 
Both of these are operations in the heart, without 
which, no sinner can become a Christian, and no 
flesh be saved. These are solemn things, my 
friend, they concern eternity; have you repented 
of your sins? Are you so convinced of sin, that 
you have fled to the Saviour for safety? And have 
you experienced that change of heart, known in 
the Scriptures as a new birth?
M. I do not. understand you, Ellen; I own that 
I have had some undefined ideas of its being rather 
more serious than I was told, but then I thought, 
my mother is a Christian, and she tells me that I 
became a Christian when I was baptized, and Mr.
------did not ask me any of those questions, when
I went to see him; I therefore thought that I was 
a proper subject.
E. I am grieved, my dear M., to find my fears 
realized, but it is not too late to remedy these er­
rors; having spoken a little of the qualifications 
of a candidate, I would remind you of the nature 
[ of your lately assumed vows. You have promis­
ed to renounce the devil and all his works, the 
vain pomp and glory of the world, the sinful de­
sires of the flesh, &c.; you have also promised to 
keep God’s holy will and commandments, and walk 
in the same all the days ofyour life, and the Bishop 
has prayed for you as a servant of God. Remember, 
all this has a solemn meaning; it is an awful thing 
to mock the heart-searching God with lip-service.
M. I fear I have done this, but I hope that I 
am willing to be instructed.
E. Are you aware that you have renounced in 
profession, if not in reality, balls, theatres, games 
of chance, dancing parties, excess of dress, con­
formity to all the sinful practices of the world, all 
the sinful propensities of your nature, and have 
engaged to live a life of prayer, and faith, and holy 
devotedness of heart to God alone?
Af. I have not thought of this, for I have known 
so many’ who have been confirmed, and who just 
live as they did before, that I have not even thought 
of renouncing these things.
E. 1 hope, my dear Mary, that you will think 
solemnly on this subject. If you have not these 
qualifications, be not discouraged; go to Christ, he 
will direct you, search his word, be not ashamed 
of him, but “having vowed unto him, defer not to 
pay thy vow.” It is true that you will have difficul­
ties, but you will also have peace; be not a formal 
professor of religion. Give up your heart wholly
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to Christ, and thus adorn the religion which you
have too hastily professed. If you are ridiculed, 
Jet it not discourage; better be a despised follow­
er of Christ, than a hypocrite; the former will 
bring blessings in the present and future world; 
the latter, nothing but disgrace and confusion.
M. Thank you, dear Ellen, I feel my ignorance, 
and weakness, and sin, and with the help of God, 
will apply to the Saviour of sinners, encouraged 
to hope that he wil^have mercy upon me; but 
ere we part let me request an interest in the prayers 
of ray dear friend. H. M.
THE CLEVER FOOL.
Not very long after the father and his children 
had paid their visit to the wiseman, the effects of 
a gentleman lately deceased in that neighborhood, 
were advertised for sale by auction. As it was 
well known that his house contained many curiosi­
ties, persons for miles round flocked to attend the 
sale: and amongst the rest, this gentleman and 
his children; for he was so good a father that he 
suffered no opportunity to escape that might afford 
instruction or rational amusement to his family.
“Children,” said he to them, as they were driv­
ing to the place—“you remember that some time 
ago I took you to see a wise man; you were surpris­
ed by that visit; perhaps you will be still more so 
when I tell you that we arc going this morning to the 
late residence of a man, who according to all that 
appeared of his character, might with equal pro­
priety have been called a clever fool."
Philip. A clever fool!
Julia. It seems a contradiction.
Frederick. Papa will explain it, I dare say.
Kate. A clever fool!—how droll?
Father. As this poor gentleman was a stranger 
to you, and as our opinions can now do him nei­
ther good nor harm, I do not scruple, with the view 
of its being useful to ourselves, to relate to you 
what appeared unfavorable in his character. But 
let us at the same time indulge a charitable hope, 
that we may after all, be mistaken in our judgment.
Indeed, I could wish, as much as possible, to 
keep him as an individual, out of sight. I only mean 
to explain to you that a person living and acting, 
as it is commonly reported he did, can claim no 
higher appellation than that of a cleverfool.
Children. Well papa, now tell us how it was.
Father. Nay, stay till we arrive at his house, and 
have looked about us, and then you shall judge for 
yourselves.
Upon their arrival at the destined spot, they 
were charmed with the beauty of the situation, and 
the pleasant aspect of the residence. The house 
and grounds were rathercompact and elegant, than 
extensive or magnificent: but there was a sym­
metry and beauty of design which at once 
pleased the eye, and conveyed an idea of the good 
taste ot the possessor. And as the general view 
was striking, the detail, when examined, excited 
still greater admiration. Our party, at first amus­
ed themselves with walking through the park and 
gardens, which exhibited, at every turn some in­
genious contrivance for pleasure or utility. The 
gardens displayed a variety of the most beautiful 
flowers, in the greatest perfection. The green­
houses were of themselves, thought worth going 
many miles to see, they contained so rare a col­
lection of exotics, and other curious plants, dis­
posed in the most exact order: while fruits in and 
out of season, yielded their tempting fragrance in 
uch profusion. Stately swans adorned the river 
that wound through the park; while shady alcoves, 
rosy bowers, classic temples, baths and fountains, 
tt every turn surprised the admiring visitor.. The 
passes of a shady grove, conducted to a cool and 
beautiful grotto, which was enriched with some 
of the most rare and curious specimens in mine- 
falogy. Lastly, they visited a small botanical gar­
den, which afforded them much instruction as well 
45 amusement; for the late possessor was a man 
°f science, and took particular pains with his well
Ranged collection.
The children were delighted; and not less sur-
Pr*ed when they were assured that of these va- 
r,05s embellishments and contrivances he was him- 
seT the designer and inventor; and that it was his
own taste and ingenuity that was displayed in ev­
ery part.
Upon entering the mansion the effect was not 
less striking. The apartments were disposed and 
furnished with great taste and elegance; and con­
tinually exhibited some novel invention for pro­
moting ease or pleasure or for avoiding inconven­
ience. But what was most interesting, were the 
valuable collections in the various departments of 
art and science with which this house was embel­
lished. A capital collection of old pictures, by 
the best masters occupied the long gallery. The 
library was extensive, and contained a well arrang­
ed assemblage of the works of the most celebrat­
ed authors of every age, and in every language.
They were next shown a cabinet containing va­
luable assortments of ancient coins and medals: 
after which they visited the laboratory; for it ap­
peared that the deceased possessed a thorough 
knowledge of chemistry; and had himself made dis­
coveries in that interesting science. Another room 
was devoted to mechanism; and exhibited models 
of many of the most useful and ingenious machines 
of modern invention, some of them displaying im­
provements of his own. Last of all, ascending to 
the highest story, they reached the observatory, 
which was furnished with its appropriate appara­
tus, and contained the largest telescope these chil­
dren had ever seen. The gentleman, it was said 
frequently passed whole nights in this place; as 
astronomy was his favorite study. For all these 
were not collected by him (as is frequently the case 
in the houses of the rich,) as mere appendages to 
wealth. The curiosities of science, art, and lite­
rature, are commonly enough to be seen in the 
possession of persons of trifling and vulgar minds, 
wholly incapable of deriving any other gratifica­
tion from them than as articles of show, and who 
value them merely as they do the other expensive 
ornaments of their dwellings. But, in this instance 
they were possessed by a mall of taste and sci­
ence; who derived genuine pleasure from the pur­
suits in which he was engaged; and who was there­
fore, so tar, happy, useful and respectable. When 
the party descended to the lower part of the house, 
they found it filled with company, and the great 
hall exhibited a scene of noise, bustle, and confu­
sion. The auctioneer was at that moment expa­
tiating on the value of an article before him, which 
some were cautiously examining; others were 
marking their catalogues; each was intent on his 
own interests, and nothing was less thought of than 
he to whom all had so lately belonged.
“Let us leave this noisy place, papa,” said Ju­
lia—“ it makes me melancholy."—They soon made 
their way through the crowd; and leaving the man­
sion, their father led them through a fine planta­
tion to the outskirts of the park, where they dis­
covered alittle ivy-clad steeple, embowered in dark 
chesnut trees, surrounded by a few lowly graves, and 
adorned with one or two stately monuments.— 
“ Here,” said the father pointing to one of these— 
“lie the remains of this accomplished person.”
“Now then, papa,” said Philip—“pray tell us, 
though I partly guess, why you call such a clever 
man a fool.” “Because replied his father—“of 
his whole existence, which he knew would be 
endless, he apparently provided for no more than 
the exceedingly small proportion of sixty-eight 
years. It is true that to make these sixty-eight 
years pass pleasantly he spared no pains; and we 
will allow, that he so far succeeded, as to enjoy 
during that time, more rational pleasure than most 
men who live only for this world. But granting 
this, is it not still the lowest degree of folly for 
a man to devote all the energies of his mind to se­
curing the comfort and attainments of so short a 
period, and to make no provision for an eternal ex­
istence?—there he lies! all that he ever appear­
ed to care for he has lost for ever. Those curious 
collections which he made with so much pains and 
cost, all those fruits of his patient and laborious 
studies, which we have been admiring, will in a few 
hours, be disposed of and dispersed; the cheerful 
mansion will be empty and deserted: other inhab­
itants will occupy it; in a few years his name will 
be no more remembered! so that the only thing 
that was of any real consequence to him, is that 
which, it is greatly to be feared, he totally neglected.
“But the extremity of his lolly was this:—that 
this change which he has undergone, this loss of 
all that he valued, was what he was well aware 
must, somewhere about this time befall him. He 
knew as well as all other men, that he must die. 
He knew, too, that the great Creator, whose works 
he spent his life in investigating and admiring, had, 
by an express revelation, informed him, in common 
with others, of the only way of securing everlast­
ing life and happiness. Of these things he could 
not be ignorant; nor did 1 ever understand that he 
professed to doubt them: yet strange to say, that 
divine volume stood unopened on his shelves. It
is said this unhappy man rarely read the Bible!__
I hat he, who could spend whole nights in gazing 
on the heavens, bent not his knee to the Former 
of them all. 1 hat while so plenteously partaking 
the bounties of His providence, he never (unless 
with the utmost formality,) acknowledged his obli­
gations; or appeared to feel his dependence. Even 
of late, when lie knew he must be drawing toward 
the close of life, he appeared to engage, with as 
much avidity as ever, in his favorite pursuits; though 
he loved conversation, and delighted to discourse 
on other subjects, yet he was never known to talk 
about the life to come upon which he was so soon 
to enter. Thus he deliberately chose to enjoy 
these few poor years, and to neglect his concerns 
for immortality. Now, if this clever man had pur­
posely set fire to his beautiful house, and had calm­
ly seen all his valuable collections consumed by 
flames, every body would have exclaimed—“what 
a fooll”—As it wus, he was extolled and applaud­
ed by most men, although guilty of incomparable 
greater madness than this.
Children, endeavor to conceive, (though it is im­
possible you should fully apprehend it,) the tre­
mendous folly of neglecting a book which God 
has sent us to read! It is only because it is so ve­
ry common for men to disregard their Bibies that 
we are not more struck with the strange absurdity 
of it. This gentleman was particularly admired 
for the universality of his talents; and, it was al­
ways spoken to his praise, that, while so much en­
gaged in scientific pursuits, he attended equally to 
the elegancies and refinements of life; lie was as 
cheerful a companion, and as finished a gentleman, 
as be was a sound philosopher. But, alas! how 
very far, it is to be feared, he was from being unt- 
versally sagacious!—how very partial and limited 
even was his cleverness!—he not only knew that 
in a few years lie must die, but in some ways he 
deliberately prepared for the event. He made 
his will: he gave particular direction as to w’hat 
should take place after his decease; he even caus­
ed this vault to be built, left directions for his 
funeral, and wrote an inscription for his mon­
ument. So that you see, he left nothing un­
done but that one tiling, which, alone was of real 
consequence to him. This poor clever fool had 
no forethought, made no provision for his soul!
“ I have been told, that the last thing that oc­
cupied his attention was an improved method of 
raising pine apples. By a great deal ot thought 
and ingenuity, lie succeeded in raising them sonic 
weeks eqrlier, and of a finer sort than any that 
were grown in the neighborhood. Yes, children, 
—here was a man of nearly seventy, really inter­
ested about pinr-apples, while the great business 
of his eternal welfare was still unattended to? A 
party of friends was invited to dine with him 
in order to partake of this rich desert; but, 
on the eve of this intended entertainment, it 
was said to him,—‘This night thy soul shall be 
required of thee.’ He was found the next 
morning dead in his bed; and now, whose are 
those things that he possessed?”
Julia. Oh, papa!
Father. Now, children, let us leave this melan­
choly spot; remembering that whether or not our 
fears of this individual are well founded, we arc 
but too well assured that the world abounds with 
men and women who, if not as clever, are quite as 
foolish as we have supposed him to have been. Let 
it be our chief concern that we may not be of the 
number. But never, never, till that day when this 
sepulchre shall be torn open by the voice of the arch­
angel, will any human mind be fully able to com­
prehend the dreadful difference between a plain 
wise man and a clever fool.
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The Rule or Faith—This is the title of the late charge 
of Bishop II. U. Onderdonk to the Clergy of his Diocese. 
It is a subject of very great importance, and additional interest 
is given to it, bv the late discussions between Romanists and , 
Protestants, of which it still continues to be the chief topic. ; 
In this Charge the mass of irrelevant matter brought up in 
the controversy is laid aside, and the simple question forcibly 
and clearly argued on scriptural .grounds,—We would gladly 
place the whole of this important document before our readers, 
but fear our limits will not admit it entire. We shall favor 
them with large extracts, and as far as possible with the scope 
and argument of the Charge. The following are the intro- J 
ductory remarks and show the importance of the subject to
Protestants, and the propriety of its discussion.
It may at first appear singular that, in all the period since 
the Reformation, no approach has been effected between any 
of the Protestant churches and that of Rome, and that no 
ecclesiastical body has found some middle ground to occupy. 
A little inquiry however will show the reason why this sepa­
ration remains undiminished. The two parties build on dif­
ferent foundations—the Protestant, on scripture—the Roman­
ist, on tradition, and on scripture as interpreted by tradition, 
that sense only being allowed which the church of Rome de­
clares to be the one always received. The one takes the word 
of God from the mouth of God—the other from the mouth 
of the church, or rather of a church, one of the several church­
es in Christendom. And the Protestant allows an appeal to 
an authority extraneous to his own party, while the Roman­
ist keeps the issue before bis own party as the sole judge. It 
is not wonderful therefore, that even three centuries have pro­
duced no approximation between these two portions of the 
Christian world.
A difference of opinion so decided and so lasting is always 
a proper subject of consideration by cither party. The point 
at issue is connected also, if not with all, at least with the 
more important differences between us and the church of 
Rome: not indeed that tradition, rightly gathered and inter­
preted, decides for the latter; but if scripture be made su­
preme, we have “ walls and bulwarks” for our faith that are 
more secure and more accessible by those who seek their de­
fence. I purpose therefore investigating this fundamental 
point, The Rule op Faith, in my present Charge to the 
Clergy of this Diocese.
The Prospect.—The following from the Boston Recorder, 
may strike some of our readers as extravagant anticipation. 
We believe the “signs of the times” fully justify such a train 
of thought, and Christians in their expectations and prayers 
and efforts are in duty bound to come up to it. In religion as 
well as every thing else, to accomplish much, it is necessary to 
aim high,—to expect much. God’s promises and his past 
roetcies and blessings, teach us to harbor no stinted desres, 
and to labor for no trifling results.
Is it unreasonable to expect that the cause of Foreign Mis­
sions will progress at the same rate during the next twenty or 
forty years, at which it has during the last twenty? Pause, 
reader, pause and think.—Those who have done something in 
aid of this cause, have not done near so much as they can—and 
not one in four, anil perhaps not one in ten, of Christians in 
our country has yet done any thing.—Is, then, such a rate of
„ progress improbable?—Can it be? I think not.
If the number of missionaries sent out by our churches, 
and the amount of contributions for this cause in our country, 
continue to increase during the next twenty years, as they have 
during the last twenty, at the end of that time we shall have, 
among the heathen, more than 1200 missionaries; and at the 
end of forty years, more than 20,000—enough to supply half 
the heathen world; and the contributions to the cause will be 
sufficient to sustain them better than the present 70 or 80 are 
sustained.—Christians in other countries will doubtless nearly 
or quite keep pace with us in this noble work, aud give the 
gospel to the other half, as soon as we shall to one.
Lift up, then, your heads, ye saints of the Lord! lift up 
your heads with joy ! for the day of the world’s redemption 
draweth nigh. In forty years from this time the peaceful in­
fluence of the Gospel will probably be felt in every land; and 
in a little more time, the Bible will be found in every dwelling; 
and its life-giving pages be read by every individual; and its 
sacred truths have power, more or less, over every mind, as 
they now do in Christian countries,—restraining from vice, 
cleansing from impurity, inspiring a spirit of harmony and 
universal love, and pointing the sin-weary soul to the home of 
the blessed.
Have you not a heart, Christian reader, fo labor for such an 
object as this?—and so neat !—only forty or fifty years, and 
all this will probably be realized.
I have pointed you to these bright prospects, that you may 
be encouraged and cheered in your efforts to promote the cause 
of Foreign Missions. When you are laboring to increase 
your own contributions, or trying to induce others to begin or 
increase theirs, or to excite a spirit of prayer for a dying world, 
or to fill some youthful bosom with compassion for souls per­
ishing in ignorance of the only Saviour, and zeal for the pro­
motion of his cause—then feel, ray brother, my sister in the 
Lord, that you are not toiling fur nought. No, it is for that 
glorious consummation—the filling the whole world with the 
knowledge and glory "of God. Feel, too, that you are not 
toiling in vain. No, your object willprobably be accomplished, 
and that within fifty years from this time. Thus soon, it we
all take courage and work with all our might, “the earth wiU 
be filled with the knowledge and glory of God!”
Philander.
The Temperance Cause.—The progress of this Society 
has been rapid beyond the anticipations of its warmest friends. 
The notice in our last of the anniversary meeting in New- 
York, gave a cheering account of its general proceedings and 
success. The subjoined from the Cincinnati Journal contains 
a condensed view of the results already accomplished, as ex­
hibited in the last report.
A million have joined the Temperance Societies. These 
societies are Jive thousand in number. Two thousand distillers 
have conscientiously given up the bad business of manufacturing 
the poison. Six thousand merchants, grocery and tavern keep­
ers, have conscientiously given up the selling of ardent spirits. 
The sailors, with their tarpaulin hats and round jackets, have 
found out that they can weather the storm without splicing 
the main-brace. Seven thousand ships float on the ocean, and 
not a drop of the poison on board. We shall now have fewer 
shipwrecks, and fewer widows and orphans of seamen. Let 
the good work go on.
Christian Library.— l'be second number of this publica­
tion has been received, and is devoted to a continuation of 
the history of the reformed religion in France.” This num­
ber diminishes nothing of the interest, which the first inspired.
The Churchman furnishes the following list of the “Bridge- 
water Treatises” which we believe are expected to appear in 
the Christian Library: —
1. The Adaptation of External Nature to the Moral and 
Intellectual Constitution of Man; by the Rev. Tbos, Chalm­
ers, D. D., Professor of Divinity in the University of Edin­
burgh. 2. The Adaptation of External Nature to the Phy­
sical Condition of Man; by John Kidd, M. D. F. II. S., 
Regius Professor of Medicine in the University of Oxford. 
3. Astronomy and General Physics, considered with reference 
to Natural Theology; by the Rev. William Whewell, M. A. 
F. II. S., Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. 4. The 
Hand, its Mechanism and vital Endowments, as evincing 
Design; by Sir Charles Bell, K. IL F. II. S. 5. Animal 
and Vegetable Physiology; by Peter Mark lloget, M. D., 
Fellow of and Secretary to the Royal Society. 6. Geology 
and Mineralogy; by the Rev. William Buckland, D. D. F. 
R. S., Canon of Christ Church, and Professor of Geology in 
the University of Oxford, 7. The History, Habits, and In­
stincts of Animals; by the Rev. William Kirby, M. A. F. 
II. S. 8. Chemistry, Meteorology, and the l'unotion of Di­
gestion; by William l’rout, M. L). F- 11. S.
The ‘British Magazine’ announcing Professor Whewell’s 
book, affirms that “it wants only a very short acquaintance 
with it, to see that it Js destined to be one of the standard 
works of our literature.
Washington College, Conn.—The last Watchman men­
tions that a gentleman in the neighborhood of this Institution 
has recently given to it a valuable farm, reserving only so 
much of its produce as will be sufficient for bis support during 
bis natural life.
RELIGIOUS ISTTELI.I&EASrCZ:.
ECCLESIASTICAL.
Richmond, Va. May 24—Episcopal Convention.—Much 
important business was transacted, during the sitting of the 
late crowded Convention in this City—Bishop Moore open­
ed the Convention with a prayer suitable t& the' occasion, and 
they immediately proceeded to business. The number of Cler­
ical members who originally answered to their names, was 3-1 
—which together with the two Ministers, who arrived during 
the meeting, and the six new Deacons who were ordained, 
amounted in the whole to 11. The Lay Deputies amounted 
to between 40 and 50.
On Sunday, the llcv. Frederick D. Goodwin and George 
Adie were admitted to the order of Priesthood—and the six, 
whose names are as follows, were ordained as Deacons, viz. : 
George Woodbridge. Henry II. Bean, F. B. Hanson, W. G. 
Jackson, Alexander Norris, and James McGregor Dale.
The next Convention will be held at Staunton, in May 
1834. —Enquirer.
The Rev. Allen C. Morgan has been invited to the rector­
ship of St. John’s Church, Waterbury, Conn., and has ac­
cepted the same. The llcv. Wm. Barlow, the late Rector 
has removed to the State of Louisiana, and taken charge of 
the Church in New-Orleans.
The Rev, Peter G, Clarke, Rector of the churches at East 
Haddam and Salem, has been invited to the rectorship of 
Grace Church, Hamden.
The Rev. Francis A. Foxcroft is officiating at Christ 
Church, Salmon Falls, N. IL, vacant by the removal of the 
Rev. Mr. Blackaller to Taunton, Mass—Episcopal Watch.
The Rev. Dr. De Lancey has been unanimously elected 
assistant minister, to succeed to the Rectorship of St. Peter’s 
Church, in this city, and has accepted of the station.—Epis­
copal Jlec.
From the Churchman.
DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN MISSIONARY SOCIETY.
Rev. and Dear Brother:—I send you for publication in the 
Churchman, three letters which I have received from three of 
the Rt. Rev. Bishops of our Church. As I consider these 
letters important and valuable public documents, belonging to
the Church, and preparing the way for future missionary ope­
rations, I send them to you for publication, accompanied by 
my earnest prayer, that since a wide and effectual door is open­
ing for a zealous prosecution of the missionary work within 
our bordtrs, there may not be wanting a willingness either on 
the part of the clergy or laity to engage therein. The com­
mand of the Lord is upon us, “Go teach all nations.” It is 
addressed to all estates of men in his holy Church; and will 
not, (let us hope,) be long neglected by any who have it in 
their power to go, or to send, or to assist others to go, or send.
Your fellow-servant in the Gospel,
May 18/A, 1833. George Boyd.
Rev. and Dear Sir:—Your communication, dated at New 
York, March 25th, was received at my house when I was ab­
sent, on official duty. On the eve of an excursion of similar 
duty, in another portion of the Diocese, after two days spent 
at home, I hasten to say to you, that the agency with which 
you have been charged by the Executive Committee of the 
Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society of our Church, has 
my entire approbation, and my hearty wishes for its prosperi­
ty. I trust that some success will attend it in this Diocese; 
although I am not sanguine in the expectation that that some 
will amount to much. All such enterprises of Christian zeal, 
find in the mind of our community, at present, but little of 
the sensibility which they are well entitled to awaken. I shall 
be sincerely rejoiced that you should find the case otherwise.
I am, Ilev. and Dear Sir, affectionately your friend and 
brother, N. Bowen.
Rev. Geo. Boyd.
Burlington, Vt., April 23, 1833.
Rev. and Dear Brother:—Your letter, dated March 23d, 
from New York, was not received until within three days 
past, on account of my absence from home. On the subject 
of your agency, you know my views and feelings of old, and 
it is only necessary for me to say, that they have suffered no 
alteration. You have my hearty consent and approbation, so 
far as you may think them important to your success in my 
Diocese, although the peculiar form in which it may be 
thought expedient to organize the contributors to the mission ­
ary enterprise, is a question with which 1 do not intend to in­
terfere, beyond the boundaries of my own parish. 1 have 
long been a little more than skeptical as to the propriety of 
any subdivision in the good old organization already made to 
our hand, in the parochial form itself; and I have seen no 
good produced by the modern machinery of parish societies, 
which I do not know by my own experience to have been per­
fectly practicable, nay, more practicable without it. In my 
parish, therefore, we will do what we can for your object in 
the old-fashioned way; and the other parishes of my Diocese 
can do as they and you shall deem most expedient.
Lest your visit should occur when I might be absent from 
borne, it will be well to give me sufficient notice of the time. 
It will give us all sincere pleasure to see you.
With kind regard to Mrs. B. and your family, your affec­
tionate friend and brother in the Lord,
John II. Hopkins. 
Jlroohlyn, April 24, 1833.
Rev. and Dear Sir:—Most beaitily do I wish you prosper, 
ity in the work you have undertaken, as Agent of the Domes­
tic and Foreign Missionary Society. Believing that the mis­
sionary work, as embracing the whole field, (in other words, 
the whole world, without distinction of foreign or domestic, 
except for convenience of speech,) is neither more nor less 
than the simple work of the Christian ministry and the whole 
Christian Church, and consequently that the spirit of mis­
sions, in its greatest freeness and its widest embrace, is the 
simple spirit of the Gospel, and ought to till the hearts of all 
who call themselves Christians; I believe that a more impor­
tant effort could not be made than that of endeavoring to unite 
all our congregations and pastors in strenuous exertions for the 
missionary cause.
I have no tear that an increase of zeal for missions, in for­
eign portions of the one field, would diminish our supplies for 
wants nearer at hand. The Christian Church has money 
and men enough for the whole. Nothing is wanting but the 
good-will to put both to the Master’s use. Whatever has a 
tendency to awaken an enlarged benevolence, and a spirit of 
holy self-denial in all parts of the Church, will increase the 
supply of both men and money for the wants of all parts of 
the world. All experience testifies, that such benevolence and 
such self-denial are the direct consequence of that system of 
effort which holds out to the view of the people of God, not 
one part of the world to the exclusion of the rest, as claiming 
their labors; not home as standing in the way of abroad; not 
foreign lands as requiring us to neglect the wants of our own 
wilderness—but the world, as the field—the boundaries of the 
world as the only limits to which the Church is authorized to 
confine its love or its exertions.
•Whatever can be done in the Diocese committed to my 
charge, you are affectionately invited to attempt. The door 
is affectionately opened. I trust, should you enter therein, 
every pastor would do all in his power to further your agency. 
May the Lord of the harvest, in all your efforts, give you a 
precioMs increase!
Yours, very affectionately,
C. P. M’Ilvaixk.
Greek Mission.-—We are happy to learn that letters have 
been received at New-York, giving information of the arrival 
of Miss Mulligan at Athens, on the 28th of January. Ihe 
Missionaries were at that time well and in good spirits. 1 he 
accession of aid to the mission in the person of one so nearly 
related to a part of the mission family, must have been a cor­
dial to the Missionaries, so long cut off from the joys and 
sympathies of home. May they find an ample compensation 
in the richness of their harvest, for all the toil and privation 
they endure in sowing the precious seed.
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Ruinous Consequences of City Missions__ At the anni­
versary meeting of the Philadelphia City Mission, a few weeks 
since, the following anecdote was related in illustration of the 
ruin produced by the labors of city missionaries:
An individual opened a grog shop in the outskirts of a grow­
ing town. A missionary meeting was established in the im­
mediate neighborhood; and soon after, the keeper of the grog 
ffiop complained that he was a ruined man—he could not sell 
any thing to the wretched inhabitants but hum, and ‘ic/io can 
tdl rum,' said he, 'where these missionaries are ?’ lie said at 
three different times, that he had been broken down by the in­
fluence of these missionaries.
St. Peter’s Church, Salem, Massachusetts.—The Pro­
prietors of St. Peter’s Church, in this town, have appointed a 
committee to superintend the erection of a new stone Church 
on the site of the old one. The old edifice about to be taken 
down, was erected in the year 1733, one hundred year a ago. 
The bell which is now in use, has engraved upon it the fol­
lowing: “St. Peter’s, in Salem, New England, A. 11. 1740.” 
Between the letters A. 11. is the figure of a bell surmounted 
by a crown. It has been supposed by some that the bell was 
a present from Queen Anne,—but this must be an error, as 
she died in August, 1714—twenty-six years prior to the date 
upon the bell.
We have received from a friend the following account of 
the ministers, &c. of this Church, from its establishment to 
the present time, which will be found interesting.
Among those who came to Salem in the second embarka­
tion in 1629, were Messrs. Samuel and John Brown, the one 
a lawyer, the other a merchant; both men of wealth, and re­
cognized among the first patentees. To the exertions of these 
gentlemen, the Episcopal Church in this town owes its first 
establishment; in 1733 the congregation had increased to a 
large and respectable society and the present Church was 
erected upon land given by Philip England, Esq.
The minister of St. Peter’s Church was the Rev. Charles 
Brockwcll, A. M.—This gentleman was educated at St. Cath­
arine's Hull, Cambridge, and left England for this country, 
May 11, 1737, having been appointed Missionary to St. An­
drew’s Church, Scituate, Mass., but finding neither the place 
nor the people to answer his expectations, he nccepted an invi­
tation from the Church in Salem, and united with them in a 
petition to the “ Society for propagating the Gospel in Foreign 
Parts” to sanction his removal, lie entered on his official du­
ties at Salem, Oct. 8, 1738, and May 9, 1739, was the first 
appointed missionary. In a letter to the Society in England, 
soon after this period, the wardens and vestry of the Church 
expressed the highest satisfaction nt the appointment of Mr. 
Brockwcll and spoke of him in the warmest terms of appro­
bation.
1 he Society, in return, forwarded a large number of the 
book of Common Prayer, and Tracts, for gratuitous distribu­
tion, and also furnished books for a parochial library. The 
indefatigable exertions of this venerable Society in the service 
of religion, deserves the warmest praise of every Christian, 
and demands the gratitude of every Churchman in America. 
It commenced its operations in the first year of the lust cen­
tury, with special reference to the American colonies, and its 
disinterested efforts in furthering the cause of primitive Chris­
tianity, by the support of missionaries, catechists and school­
masters, were continued without interruption, through u pe­
riod of more than 70 years, until the war of the revolution 
drove its missionaries from the field of their spiritual labors, 
and prostrated in the dust all the hopes of the Church of Eng­
land in America. Besides the Christian liberality in the sup­
port of missionaries, &c., the Society annually expended a con­
siderable sum in the purchase of books for distribution, and 
for the establishment of parochial libraries for the benefit of 
the clergy. From its foundation to the year 1728, the Socie­
ty forwarded to the colonies more than 8,000 volumes of re­
ligious books, and caused to be distributed by the missionaries 
upwards of 100,000 tracts of devotion and instruction. Some 
of the books sent by the Society to St. Peter’s Church, still 
remain in the hands of the present Rector.—Salem llegister.
Important Resolution.—At a meeting of the Board of Di­
rectors of the Massachusetts Colonization Society, held at the 
General Agency Office, Joy’s Buildings, April 11, 1833, it 
was unanimously
Resolved, 1 hat, in view of the momentous crisis of our 
j country s history in relation to the existence of slavery, it be 
I earnestly recommended to Christians of all denominations, to 
I SFF.ND A PORTION OF TIIE MORNING OF THE 4tH OF JULY NEXT 
I IE special prayer to Almighty Gon, to preserve us from 
impending evils, to protect, enlarge, and bless the Colony at 
Liberia, to pour on benighted Africa the light of the gospel,
I to deliver our beloved country from the sin of slavery, to put 
• speedy end to all traffic in human beings, and to give energy 
all means now in operation, or which may yet be devised,
>« accomplish these important objects.
All religious or other papers friendly to the cause, are
guested to publish the above resolution, and especially to
1 the attention of the Christian community to it near the 
•Ppomted time, that there may be one simultaneous offering 
apof supplications to God in all the churches, on the Annirer- 
to'jof our National Independence.
J. N. Danforth, General Agent A. C. S.
Cznixal Assembly—The Lord lias beard the prayers of 
T',c Present General Assembly seem to have met 
c spirit of the gospel. The most exciting question has 
n happily settled, to the satisfaction of all parties. The
^towing letter, from a gentleman in Philadelphia, to his
*tdin Cincinnati, brings good tidings.
v n Philadelphia, May 22, 1833.
•for, » * Brother,—You have probably heard ere this,
■ ’’clad k- arr*va’’ 1 have to say now is, that at five
i this afternoon, the Assembly unanimously voted to post-
pone indefinitely, all the complaints, petitions, &c. that grew I Chole 
out of the nullification act of the Philadelphia Synod. Ma­
ny fears were entertained on the subject, but this issue is ac­
ceptable to all, excepting a few ultras. Thus you see, God is 
overruling events for the good of bis church. Dr. Spring was 
chairman of the committee; and the act of the committee re­
sulted from a mutual agreement of the Synod of Philadelphia 
and the 2d Presbytery. This issue will greatly shorten the 
session, and be the means of restoring peace for a while. The 
directors elected for the Princeton seminary are Drs. Ely,
Green, Rice, Sprague, Tucker, Mr. Barnes, and Elders Strong,
Bayard, and A. White.— Cin. Jour.
The West—The efforts of Roman Catholics in Europe to 
extend their religion in the western section of our country is 
a common topic of conversation. Apprehensions have been 
raised in the minds of some, that they might there eventually 
gain the ascendancy. It seems that there has been no relaxa­
tion of effort, but what will be the result, we do not venture 
to predict. A letter from Rosie, dated Feb. 23, 1833, pub­
lished in the U. S. Catholic Miscellany, contains the follow­
ing information:—
“There was this day a congregation of the Propaganda at 
which the Pope presided. Detroit, Michigan, was created 
into a See, and the lit. Rev. Dr. lleze appointed its first Bi­
shop. The Rt. Rev. Dr. Purcell, President of Mt. St. Ma­
ry’s College, Emmetsburg, (Md.) was appointed Bishop of 
Cincinnati, Ohio. Several other questions regarding the 
American church were laid over until the next congregation, 
amongst them was that respecting the propriety of creating a 
new See at Vincennes, Indiana. Cardinals Weld, Lambrus- 
chianni and Sale, were appointed a committee to make the 
necessary enquiries, and to report upon the same, and other 
questions.”—Episcopal Watchman.
Revised Edition or the Bible.—Noah Webster, LL. I), 
of New Ilaven, Conn., is engaged in preparing anew edition 
of the Bible, with a view of correcting its grammatical inac­
curacies omitting obsolete terms and phrases, and changing 
those indelicate expressions in the Old Testament for others of 
the same import but better sound.
‘The edition will not be a new translation but a revision of 
the language of the present. The work, it is stated, is un­
dertaken with the advice and approbation of many respecta­
ble and learned gentlemen of the clergy and laity.’—Cincin­
nati Journal.
GENERAL SUMMARY.
Great Freshet—Loss of Lives, fyc.—The late heavy rains 
have caused a destructive freshet upon the Hudson and other 
rivers, with destructive effects.
At Troy, at 11 o’clock on Wednesday morning, the flood 
had risen from seven to eight feet above the steamboat deck, 
and was still rising. The Albany Journal of Thursday men­
tions that five men were drowned at Troy by the breaking up 
of a raft of which they bad the charge. A man and boy, near 
Troy, were drawn into the current and lost while attempting 
to rescue a cow.
It was reported that a forwarding bouse at Troy bad lost 
goods to the amount of 523,000
At Albany, the damages were very great. The lower part 
of pile city was completely inundated; the streets being im­
passable except by boats or carriages, for some distance above 
the Eagle tavern. Canal boats took their lading from the 
doors of stores in Dean street, all the islands between the city 
and the Overslaugh, many of them in a high state of cultiva­
tion, as gardens, fee. were covered with water. The gardens 
are of course wholly destroyed.
Much damage was done at the stores, nearly all of which 
east of Market street, the whole length of the city, were inun­
dated. Large quantities of lumber were swept away, and a 
number of wooden buildings removed from their foundation.
Philadelphia, May 25—Temperance Convention.—According 
to public notice, the Delegates to the United States Temper­
ance Convention assembled at 5 o’clock yesterday afternoon, 
in the Hall of Independence, to make arrangements prepara­
tory to the opening of the Convention this day. Mr. Rob­
erts Vaux, President of the Pennsylvania State Society, 
briefly related the object of the meeting, and proposed that 
the Hon. Stephen Van Rensselaer of Albany be requested 
to act as Chairman on this occasion, which motion was unani­
mously agreed to. The Rev. Dr. Edwards of Massachu­
setts, Dr. Smith of New Jersey, and Judge Darling of 
Pennsylvania, acted as Secretaries. The names of the Dele­
gates from the States north and east of Pennsylvania were then 
taken, after which the meeting adjourned to 9 o’clock this 
morning. The Hall of Independence was crowded to over- j 
flowing, gentlemen being present from nearly all the States in 
the Union. Chancellor Walworth, of New York, was sub­
sequently appointed President of the Convention.
Narrow Escape.—We learn, says the Keeseville Argus, that 
on Monday last, during the freshet, while W. Gilleland, Esq. 
and daughter were standing in his saw mill, on Little Salmon 
River viewing the “movement of the waters,” the dam gave 
way and so suddenly swept the mill from its foundation as to 
preclude the possibility of their reaching the shore, and they 
were, with the mill, ilam, logs, floodwood, &c. precipitated 
down the stream—the mill keeping erect until it came in con­
tact with the bridge, when it fell, and with the accumulated ------ ---- j
mass was borne into the lake, a distance of more than an hun- party, and all the power o i uei n i. , ij , min 
dred rods. A boat was immediately despatched, and it is the addre« to procure the dismission of t^thrw liberal min- 
-Uh g,e„ « .dd, Mr. G. and daughter.ere
»™Sd”i„tW;P" ’ consigned to honorable „il„ This d.ang.
p at injury. ____ , be j.^ opcrate very unfavorably to Don
Extract of a letter dated St. Louis, (Mis.) May 8.—“The Pedro.
ra has again broken out here. Having no Board of 
j Health, or as good as uone, it is impossible to tell its exact ex­
tent. No doubt exists that it is very severe, and in most eases 
fatal. It commenced on the banks of the River among the 
Steamboat bands, &c., and lias progressed in town among its 
usual favorites, the frequenters of grog-shops. A country 
merchant was in a store at 11 A. M. well, and died the same 
day. Another, out at sundown last evening, does not see the 
light this morning. Regular people feel no alarm at all.”
The Philadelphia papers of Saturday (May 23.) last an­
nounce the decease of the Hon. John Randolph, of Virgin­
ia, who expired at the City Hotel, in that city, on Friday last, 
at noon. Mr. R. passed through this city on Sunday week, 
in an extremely feeble condition; and the hopeless state of his 
health for sometime past was so generally known to his friends, 
that the news of his death will cause little surprise to them, 
however deeply it may be regretted__ Nat. Int.
1 lie 1 rustees of Rutger’s College, at a meeting held on the 
2d inst. have appointed the Rev. Jacob J. Janeway, D. D., 
Professor of the Evidences of Christianity, add of Rhetoric 
and Belles Eettres, and also Vice-Ppraident of the College.
Governor Floyd has presented a cane to Mr. Calhoun, in­
scribed “J. Floyd Governor of Virginia, to J. C. Calhoun;” 
with the following striking injunction written on the side;— 
“ Nullification is the rightful remedy. ”
Professor Jacob Abbott, late Principal of the Mount Ver­
non School, Boston, and well known to the public as an emi­
nent and successful teacher and author, has been appointed 
President of the Marietta, Collegiate Institute mid Western 
Teachers’ Seminary, situated in Marietta, Ohio.
Sir Stratford Canning, late British Amhasadornt Constan­
tinople lias conveyed to Sir Edward Thomson, from tho Em­
peror of Turkey, a present of a diamond snuff-box, of exquis­
ite woikinauship, in testimony of his approval of Sir Edward’* 
scientific work, illustrating tile Holy Scriptures. He is the 
first individual who had received the thanks of a Turkish Em­
peror for a work exhibiting the principal events of the Chris­
tian religion.
The Boston Post states, that the President will leave Wash­
ington on the lstof June on his eastern tour; that, “it is his 
desire and intention to travel without pomp, parade, or public 
ceremonies, simply as a private gentleman, without the in­
terception of committees or escorts.”—and that Gov. Cass, 
Secretary of War, is expected to accompany him.
An Anti-Chewing Tobacco Association has been organised 
in New Ilaven, the members of which are obliged to forego 
this luxury. Professor Sillitnan, at a recent meeting, mads 
along speech against the use of the * noxious weed,’ showing 
from medical authority, its pernicious consequences, and its 
deleterious effects upon health.
Mr. Duane, in a few days to he made Secretary of the 
Treasury, is the son of the former editor of the Aurora. The 
Philadelphia Inquirer states that he was originally a printer— 
worked many a long and weary day at the case—then studied 
law, and gradually attained, by the force of unassisted merit, 
to the high standing among his fellow citizens, which has led 
to his elevation to one of the most important und dignified 
posts in the Union.
foreign.
By an arrival at New-York, London papers have been re­
ceived of April 11th containing Paris papers to April 9th.— 
Observer.
The latest accounss from Constantinople, represent the af­
fairs of the East, as in a fair way of being speedily adjusted, 
to the satisfaction of France and England. The Russian 
troops which had crossed the I’ruth and were marching to­
wards Adrianople, had received counter orders, and the Rus­
sian fleet had been directed to quit the Bosphorus, and return 
to Odessa.
Nothing new of importance had occurred in Portugal__
Don Pedro’s force, it is said, bad been considerably increased, 
and money having been obtained to pay off" the dissatisfied 
seamen, Admiral Sartorius had returned with his fleet to the 
aid of the Constitutionalists.
At Frankfort in Germany the dissatisfaction with the des­
potic proceedings of the Diet had risen to such a height, that 
the populace headed by the students had attempted a revolu­
tion similar to that of Paris, in July 1830. After some fight­
ing however, with loss of lives on both sides, the National 
Guard succeeded in putting down the insurrection.
In Ireland, White feet murders and other outrages still con­
tinued, especially in the neighborhood of Kilkenny, and on 
the 6th of April, the Lord Lieutenant issued bis first procla­
mation under the new bill, declaring “the city and county of 
Kilkenny to be in such a state of disturbance and insubordina­
tion, as to require the application of the provisions ot the act, 
and warning the inhabitants to abstain from all seditious and 
other unlawful assemblages, processions, confederacies, meet­
ings and associations, and to be and remain in tneir respective 
habitations at all hours between sunset and runrise, from and 
after Wednesday, the 10th day of April..’
The British House of Commons, on the 4th, adjourned to 
the 13th of April.
Lord Althorp has deferred his motion for the “general com­
mutation of tithes” in England, till Thursday, April 18th.
The agents of Don Miguel had succeeded in obtaining in 
London £100,000 for him by way of loan.
In Spain, M. Zea Bermudez lias triumphed over the liberal
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POETRY
From the London Atheneum.
THE WIND IN TIIE WOODS.
’Tis a pleasant sight, on a vernal day,
When shadow and sun divide the heaven,
To watch the south-wind wake up for play:—
Not on the sea where ships are riven,—
Not on the mountain, mid rain and storm,
But when earth is sunny and green and warm.
O woodland wind, how I love to see 
Thy beautiful strength in the forest tree!
Lord of the oak, that seems lord of the wild,
Thou art shaking his crown and thousand arms
With the case of a spirit, the glee of a child,
And the pride of a woman who knows her charms;
And the poplar bends like a merchant’s mast,
His leaves, though they fall not, are fluttering fast;
And the beech and the lime, and the ash-crowned hill, 
Stirs to its core at thy wandering will.
The pines that uprear themselves dark and tall,
Black knights of the forest so stately and old,
They must bow their heads when they hear thy call, 
Aye, bow like the lily, those Norsemen bold:
And every tree of the field or bower,
Or single in strength, or many in power,
Quiver and thrill from the leaf to the stem,
For the unseen wind is master of them!
It is gallant ) Jay; for the sun is bright,
And the rivulet sings a merrier song;
The grain in the meadow waves dark and light 
As the trees fling shade, or the breeze is strong.
And over the hills, whether rocky or green,
Troops of the noon-day ghosts are seen;
The lovely shadows of lovelier clouds,
With the gleam of the mountains amongst their crowds.
The birds as they fly scarce use their wings,
They arc borne upon those of the wind to-day;
And their plumes are ruffled, like all green things,
And flowers, and streams, by his noisy play.
One hour—and valley, and wood, and hill,
May be sleeping and shining all bright and still;
Not a wave, not a leaf, not a spray in motion,
Of all which now looks like a vernal ocean;
Beautiful that;—yet I love to see 
Thy strength, O wind, in the forest tree!
 MISCELLANY.
For the Gambier Observer.
FIXED stars.—no. II.
Thus much will suffice in relation to the classification of the 
fixed stars. I shall now in order, speak of their distance, num­
ber, magnitude, motions and object.
Their distance you knowcannot be determined with accuracy. 
A limit however can be assigned, less than which, their least dis­
tance cannot be, although their real distance may be greater than 
that, in any assignable ratio. The process of this investigation 
you are already familiar with. The nearest star must be at least 
twenty billions of miles from our globe, and others are double, 
triple, quadruple; and some of the telescopic stars, perhaps, are 
a thousand times ns far as that. The difficulty, however, is 
in forming an idea of such immense distances.—Were the ac­
tual distance of every fixed star stated in figures or words, for 
our contemplation by some angelic hand we should really know 
as little about the matter as we do now,—we could, to be sure, 
state the several distances in figures, or pronounce them in 
words, but the idea. conveyed to our minds by these symbols 
or sounds would be altogether as indefinite as that which we 
now have. By the aid, however, of something that we can 
comprehend, we may form, as it were, a kind of ladder by 
which our minds may be enabled to climb fur up this dizzy 
height. Light we know will travel from the sun to the earth 
in eight minutes. Now suppose that it should travel at this 
rate from the nearest star to our earth, it would take it three 
years to- accomplish its task—Supposing also that a can­
non ball should continue moving at the rate of 500 miles an 
hour for as great a length of time as has elapsed since the foun­
dation of the world, it would then but just have commenced 
its journey—it would not have proceeded more than 1—750th 
part of the distance at which the nearest fixed star is situated, 
and millions of such periods as have elapsed since the creation 
would probably be requisite for such a cannon ball to reach 
some of the telescopic stars. And it is not mere conjecture, 
(for every thing with which we are acquainted goes to estab­
lish the fact,) that there are thousands of bodies existing in the 
universe whose light (supposing them to have lieen created at 
the same time our earth was) has not yet reached our earth. 
And supposing such a body of sufficient size to be visible to 
the naked eye when its light should reach us, should become 
thus visible to-morrow, and at the same time the body itself 
be blotted out of existence, we should not get notice of such a 
catastrophe for about 6,000 years, during which time the body 
would shine to us as l>eforc, and yet these bodies, which we have 
supposed, may be situated only on the suburbs of creation, for 
while the distance of the stars from us, and from each other, 
are to our comprehensions infinite, their number is infinite 
too. It is impossible to tell how many stars could be seen 
with the greatest telescopes, for it is quite impossible to view 
livery part of the heavens with such an instrument, still hav­
ing counted the stars in a small space, that may be taken as a 
base to act upon, and an approximation can be made to the 
number which could be seen in every direction. It is com­
monly supposed that about one thousand can be seen at once
bv the naked eye. Allowing each ot these to be the centre of 
as much matter as there is in the solar system and “a mass of 
matter equal to a thousand solar systems, or to thirteen hun­
dred and twenty millions of globes ot the size of our earth 
can be perceived by a common observer in the canopy of Hea­
ven. But all the celestial Orbes which are perceived by the 
unassisted sight do not form thf eighty thousandth part of 
those which may be descried by the help of optical instru­
ments.” Dr. Herschel says that he had fields of view in which, 
at one time, he could see 588 stars, and these continued seve­
ral minutes, so that in one quarter of an hour s time there 
passed no less than one hundred and sixteen thousand stars 
through the field of view of his telescope. “ It has been com­
puted that nearly one hundred millions of stars might be per­
ceived by the most perfect instruments, were all the regions of 
the sky thoroughly explored” yet all these may be, and doubt­
less are, as little compared to the whole (if I may be permitted 
to use the word whole, when speaking of them) as a single 
drop of water to the whole of the ‘Pacific Seas. ‘Immeas­
urable regions of space,’ says Dick, lie beyond the utmost limits 
of mortal view, into which even imagination itself can scarce­
ly penetrate, and which are doubtless replenished with the 
operations of Divine wisdom and Omnipotence. For it can­
not be supposed that a being so diminutive as man whose stat­
ure scarcely exceeds six feet—who vanishes from sight at the 
distance of a league—whose habitation is invisible from the
nearest star__whose powers of vision are so imperfect and whose
mental faculties are so limited, it cannot be supposed that man, 
who ‘dwells in tabernacles of clay, and who is crushed before 
the moth,’ and chained down by the force of gravitation to the 
surface of a small planet, should be able to descry the utmost 
boundaries of Him, who fills immensity, and who dwells in 
light unapproachable.’” The number of the stars is therefore 
completely infinite to human minds, for who can even in ima­
gination stand upon the utmost battlements of God’s creation 
and see the place where ‘upon nothing dwells.’
( To be Continued. J
Indian Customs.—The Philadelphia Commercial Herald, 
referring to the Brilliant Aurora Borealis recently seen in that 
city, says—
We remember, in 1827, that precisely such a stream of light 
appeared. We were on the Fox River of Lake Michigan, 
and were ascending that river with a war party, composed of 
United States troops and Indians. The Indians numbered 
about one hundred. Immediately on appearance of this light, 
(not the Aurora Borealis, for they were accustomed to that, 
but an emanation from it, such as we saw on Friday last,) the 
Indians made a halt. They interpreted it into a sign of anger 
in the Great Spirit: and as indicating his disapprobation of 
the business they were going on. It was in vain that we rep­
resented our views of this light.
They answered, “ It lies across our path, and we cannot pass 
over it, it is above,” meaning it was placed there by the Great 
Spirit. Had this stream of light happened to be in the di­
rection of our march, it would have been interpreted differ­
ently.
Fortunately one of the Indians espied a rattlesnake. The 
appearance of a rattlesnake, in an emergency of the sort, is 
considered an omen for good. They believe the snake to have 
been sent by their friends from the land of souls. After much 
pow-wowing over the reptile, and sprinkling a present of to­
bacco over his bend, which was designed as a token of friend­
ship, the Indian who had discovered him, and whose property 
he therefore was, ran his finger and thumb up his back, and 
catching him fast by the neck, raised him from the ground, 
gave him a crack, as if he held a whip in his hand—thus dis­
locating the vet tebrie of the back. Then with a stick the work 
of his destruction was completed. The Indian was careful to 
send back, by the snake, certain messages to his friends in the 
land of souls, and many thanks for their having sent him to 
them in their emergency.
The snake was soon skinned, and cut up into inch pieces— 
each warrior taking a bit for his medicine bag, whilst the 
snake’s skin was made to ornament the person of his discover­
er. Its head was tied to a lock of the Indian’s hair, the rat­
tles trailing upon the ground, a foot at least behind his feet, 
who wore this badge of hope and of triumph.
The rattlesnake had served only to diminish, not clear away 
their doubts. The Indians moved ahead with reluctance. It 
was of the utmost importance that all this superstition should 
be got rid of, somehow—as we knew not the moment when we 
should have use in fight for the services of all concerned.
It so happened that shortly after another Indian espied a 
bear in a trap. This broke the spell of their fears. Such 
luck was immediately resolved into a most encouraging cir­
cumstance, and as plainly demonstrating that their friends, 
from the land of souls, were in favor of their going ahead, and 
of the cause they had engaged in. The bear was talked to. 
He was told, over and over again, how grateful it was to meet 
him—what troubles they were in—how kind their friends were 
to send him. Then getting his rifle ready, the Indian having 
first discovered him, said to the bear “Bruin—it’s not the In­
dian but the white man. The Indian loves Bruin. The 
white man makes him die. When you go back, Bruin, tell 
all this, and don’t forget to thank our friends for sending 
you.” Then taking aim, he fired. The bear fell with a 
growl—and was soon skinned, cut up, boiled, and eaten.
We then went on without further difficulty, until the object 
of our march was accomplished.
Enlightened Public Opinion.-—“The spread of know­
ledge has given birth to civil liberty; the increase and im­
provement of knowledge must give it stability and security. 
The fortunes of the civilized world are now embarked in this 
cause. The great deeps are breaking up, and the ark that is 
to ride-out the coming storm must have skill engaged in its 
construction, and wisdom to preside at its helm. The war­
fare of opinion is already begun; and for its safe direction,
knowledge must take the leading.staff. In this war, not the 
mighty captain, but the SCHOOLMASTER is to lead the 
hosts to battle. It is he that is to train the minds which are to 
engage in contest—It is he that is to train orators and legisla­
tors, statesmen and rulers, and he, too, is to form the°body 
politic of the world. Would the free spirits of the world look 
to the defence and hope of their cause? It is no dubious 
question, where they must look. Their out-posts are free 
schools; their citadels are universities, their munitions are 
books; and the mighty engine that is to hurl destruction upon 
the legions of darkness, is the Free Press. Other ages have 
struggled with other weapons; but the panoply of this age 
must be knowledge: the gleaming of its armor must be the 
light that flashes from the eye of free, high-minded public 
opinion. Call this complimenting, call it complaisance to the 
base midtitude, call it visionary speculation, call it what vou 
will; but the doctrine is true: and over the liberties of the 
world, whether prostrate or triumphant, that truth must rise 
brighter and brighter forever.”—North American Review.
Absorption of the Skin.—Many facts testify the action of 
cutaneous or external- absorption. It is proved by direct ex­
periment that the human hand is capable of imbibing, in a 
quarter of an hour, an ounce and a half of warm water, which 
for the whole body, is at the rate of six or seven pounds per 
hour. An interesting narrative is on record of a ship’s crew, 
who were exposed at sea for several days in an open boat; 
they had consumed all their water; they had no fluid of any 
kind which they could drink; they soon began to suffer thirst; 
the feeling at length became intolerable, and the drinking of 
sea-water was found only to increase its intensity. When 
nearly exhausted, they were exposed, during several hours, to 
a heavy shower of rain. As soon as their clothes became 
thoroughly wet their thirst was gone. They did not fail to 
profit by this experience. From this time each man, as soon 
as he began to feel thirsty, dipped his shirt in the sea-water, 
and wore it next his skin, which invariably had the same effect 
of removing his thirst, the absorbents taking up the particlesof 
water, but rejecting the saline matter dissolved in it.
Valuable Material for Walks and Alleys__ A soap-
maker not knowing what to do with the black sulphureous re­
siduum of his ley tubs, spread it in a wet state along the alleys 
of his garden. It soon became stiff and almost impervious to 
rain; the alleys were always dry; no grass or weeds appeared 
on it, hut the plants within a few inches of it all died. lie 
was delighted with this discovery of the means of enjoying 
clean and dry walks without any trouble, having only to put a 
covering of clean sand over the refuse. Having occasion some 
time after to repave his yard, he used the soft refuse instead of 
mortar. It soon hardened and cemented the stones so well,
that the heaviest carriages occasioned no disadjustment__ Jour.
des Connais Usuelles.
Onions will be very fine and free from that unpleasant 
strong taste, when cooked in the following manner:—Boil 
them about one hour in clear water, then drain off the water 
while hot upon them into another quantity of water with a 
little milk and a turnip. Boil them in this water until they 
become soft, and apply the usual dressing.
Chapman’s Sermons, 2d Edition.
1^1 OR sale at the COLLEGE STORE, Sermons on the Ministry, Doctrines, and Worship of the Protestant 
Episcopal Church, in one vol__ By G. T. Chapman, D. D.
ALSO,
THE STATESMAN'S MANUAL, or Lay Sermons.- 
By S. T. Coleridge, Esq.
April 26 eoSmo.
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